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ABSTRACT: There are a large number of Internet users around the world. Our software applications deal with 
sensitive as well as private information which must be saved from misuse by some malicious users and their attacks. 
Hence authentication is a very important technique by which the system can identify the type of users.There are many 
authentication schemes available among which password based authentication is most used as it is cost effective and 
secure. The classical PIN entry mechanism is widely used because of its ease of usability and security, but it often leads 
to shoulder surfing attack in which a user can record the login session and retrieve the user original PIN for misuse in 
future. Based on the information available to the user the login methods can be categorized into fully observable and 
partially observable. In fully observable attack the user can fully observe the entire login procedure and in partially 
observable attack the user can partially observe the login session. The existing Color Pass methodology provides 
onetime pass paradigm corresponding to four color PINs in which the user gets four challenges for which the user enter 
response to each challenge. Its easy to use and doesnt require any additional knowledge. This method leads to 
drawback as the user uses the headphones to get the color values. Sometimes the headphones will not work properly or 
the user does not have the clarity in hearing, this leads to the poor understanding of the challenge values. Here 0-9 
Feature tables are generated which increases the user response time. To overcome the disadvantage in the proposed 
method Multi Color Pass system the color values will be received via mobile phone. Instead of Feature 
Table we generate lookup table randomly. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The shoulder surfing attack is an attack that can be processed by the opponent to obtain the user’s password by 
watching over the user’s shoulder as he enters his password .As now a day there are a large Internet users in the world. 
Our proposed software applications deal with sensitive as well as private information which must be saved from misuse 
by some unauthorized users and their attacks. Every security process, authorization is a very important by which the 
system can guessing the type of users. There are many authentication schemes available among which password based 
authentication is most used as it is cost effective and secure. The shoulder surfing attack in an attack that can be 
performed by the opponent to obtain the user’s password by watching over the user’s shoulder as he enters his 
password .The classical PIN entry mechanism is widely used because of its ease of usability and security, but it often 
leads to shoulder surfing attack in which a user can record the login session and retrieve the user original PIN for 
misuse in future.  
 
Based on the information available to the user the login methods can be categorized into fully observable and partially 
observable. In fully observable attack the user can fully observe the entire login procedure and in partially observable 
attack the user can partially observe the login session. The existing Color Pass methodology provides onetime pass 
paradigm corresponding to four color PINs in which the user gets four challenges for which the user enter response to 
each challenge. It‘s easy to use and doesn‘t require any additional knowledge. This method leads to drawback as the 
user uses the headphones to get the color values. Sometimes the headphones will not work properly or the user does not 
have the clarity in hearing, this leads to the poor understanding of the challenge values.  
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Here 0-9 Feature tables are generated which increases the user response time. To overcome the disadvantage in the 
proposed method Multi Color Pass system the color values will be received via mobile phone. Without generating 
Feature Table we generate lookup table randomly .In this system it also provides equal number of password strength as 
classical PIN entry .Refer Fig 1.as given below.  
 

 
 

Fig 1 .Generate Feature Table 
 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

To login the system, user first enter his own login-id and the user has to enter password in a correct manner, pass the 
four determined number of challenges. Our system is based on partially observable schemes which have motivated us 
to propose the Color Pass scheme for avoiding shoulder surfing attack. Consider the Fig 2 of Resposne Table for 
entering the response and get login to the  system for transactions.   

 
 

 
Fig 2 .Response Table 

 
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

 
A. Design Considerations: 

 Color Pass interface consists of 10 different Feature Tables which are numbered from 1 to 10.  
 Each cell of a table isrepresented by a pair < Ci, Vi >.  
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 Here Ci denotes the colorof the cell i and Vi indicates the digit corresponding to cell i. 
 Ci is unique with respect to a Feature Table.  
 Thus no coloroccupies in more than one cell.  
 So for a particular table therewill be ten different color cells.  
 The position of color cellsis shown in Table1 and this is fixed for every table. 
  So iffirst cell of a table is filled with C1 then first cell of all othertables are also filled with C1. 

 

 
Table 1.Identifying Each Cells in kth table 

 
 All cells in a table also contain a unique value Vi from the set {0,1,...,9}. Another important characteristic is 

that in each cell i, the pair < Ci, Vi >is unique with respect to all the cells in all the ten tables. 
B. Description of the  Proposed Algorithm: 

Suppose ten different colors {C0, C2,...,C9} are stored in an array Color[] (index ranges from 0 to 9). This array is 
required as an input to the Algorithm 1. Now let’s assume that each Feature Table is denoted as FT(i) and each 
cell is represented by CELL(j). So to refer a cell of a table we use the operator FT(i).CELL(j). Now each cell has 
two dimensions - Color and Value. So to access the color of 5th cell of 8th Feature Table, we can use the following 
notation : 

FT(7).CELL(4).Color 
      and to access the corresponding value we have to use the following : 

FT(7).CELL(4).V alue 
 

IV. PSEUDO CODE 
 

Algorithm 1:Generating tables in Color Pass 
 
Step 1:This algorithm will take array Color [0,1,...9] asinput. 
Step 1:It will generate Feature Tables FT(0)…...FT(9) 
for i = 0 to 9 do 
for j = 0 to 9 do 
FT(i).CELL(j).Color ←Color[j] 
FT(i).CELL(j).Value ←(i+j) mod 10; 
end for 
end for 
 
 
 
Algorithm 2 :Evaluating User Response in Color Pass 
 
Step 1:This algorithm will take array UCOL, array CLICK and array RAN as input. 
Step 2:This algorithm will update value of array EVAL by 1 for each valid response. 
for i = 0 to 3 do 
K ←RAN[i] −1 
Valid ←(UCOL[i] + K) mod 10 
if CLICK[i] := Valid then 
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EVAL[i] ←1 
end if 
end for 
 
Algorithm 3: User Authentication 
 
Step 1:This algorithm will take array EVAL as input after executing Algorithm 2. 
Step 2: Decides whether user is allowed to Login. 
Initialize X := 0 
for i = 0 to 3 do 
if EVAL[i] := 1 then 
X ←1 
else 
X ←0 
break 
end if 
end for 
if X := 1 then 
Allow user to Login 
else 
Disallow the user 
end if 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 

Fig 4.Result Screen 
 User enters his login idOnce system checks that the login id exists then it will generate Feature Tables using 

Algorithm 1. 
 System then generates four random challenge valuesranges from 1….10. 
 Next user will have to give response to those challengevalues (User response ranges from 0 to 9). 
 User response will be evaluated by system usingAlgorithm 2. 
 Finally system will decide whether the user is legitimateor not using Algorithm 3. 
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

       In this paper we have proposed a novel scheme to authenticate a user using color PINS. The scheme is known as 
Color Pass scheme which provides an intelligent interface for users to login into system in a public domain. In this 
scheme, the user remembers four colors as his PIN. The scheme works on the framework of partially observable 
attacker model. From security point of view the scheme is quite robust against some possible attacks such as shoulder 
surfing, guessing password,side channel attack, etc. And from usability point of view the scheme is user friendly and 
takes very less time for login. Also the scheme can be used by both math and non-math oriented people. The proposed 
methodology shows significant low error rate during login procedure. In future we will explore how to extend this 
scheme for fully observable attacker model. 
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